The Parent's Guide To
Getting Started With SquareBox
Helping you teach your little learner, this guide contains details
about our orientation process, our learning games and app,
how to use our lesson planner, and other useful information
that will make schooling your kids at home easier.

90,000+ Kids and 3,000+ Schools Globally
AWARD-WINNING COMPANY

www.thesquarebox.in

About Us
Square Panda is an award-winning innovative early literacy system that combines neuroscience
research-based learning with educational gameplay. Based in Silicon Valley, USA, Square
Panda is now operational in China as well as India.
Our research team includes experts in cognitive development, scientists, game developers and
coders. Square Panda is actively guided by Dr. McCandliss, an expert in the field of cognitive
neuroscience and educational transformations which inculcates cognitive skills such as
attention, language, literacy, and mathematics.
Square Panda provides a digitally sound environment to keep students more focused and
engaged in learning through fun engaging characters, lively animation and compelling
storylines.

Vision
To improve early literacy outcomes for all children using the context of a fun digital environment
that is accessible to all.

Mission
To empower all children to reach their full potential by launching their educational journey with
the power of literacy and languages.

Our Core Team
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Andy Butler

Dr. Vera
Blau-McCandliss

Ashish Jhalani

Dr. Jawahar
Surisetti

Founder and
CEO

Sr. Vice President of
Education and Research

Managing Director
- India

Advisory Board
Member

Our CEO wants to
reform early
education itself and
increase reading
literacy. He believes
that technology can
revolutionalise
learning.

With a PhD in
cognitive
neuroscience that
focuses on early
education, Dr. BlauMcCandliss uses her
extensive knowledge
to create a
curriculum that
meets the needs of
every student.

Evangelist of
English literacy,
aligning to
Andy’s vision
Ashish is working
to spread English
literacy to
millions of
children across
all of India.

Advisor to
Government, TED
Speaker, Smart City
Consultant, Start-Up
Mentor,
Psychologist,
Bestselling Author,
Speaking Tree
Columnist.
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SquareBox
Special Features
Online Orientation
Learn about our special 12-month educational kit and its set-up process.
*Details will be shared via your registered email address.

Parent Portal

Monitor your child’s progress throughout, with real-time data. You will also get recommendations on
which game can enhance your child’s learning, the ability to create custom words (like their names),
and more.
*We’re also holding periodic online ‘reviews’, to help you read the data collected.

Lesson Planners
Divided into yearly, monthly, and weekly, these planners help you understand what your child will be
learning from the Square Panda learning games and app, along with fun little activity suggestions.
*These planners are your easy guide to teaching developmental basics to children, but they can be customised
to work AROUND your regular activities, on a daily basis. However, we recommend you follow the actual
activities and time suggestions as given in the daily planners, even if they are not conducted in the same order
as given.

Additional Learning Materials
'Activity Booklets', that include learning-based worksheets, to reinforce skills developed via digital
learning, 'Flash Cards' and 'Conversation Booklets', to help your child develop basic oral skills. 'Rhyme
Videos' and ‘Story Booklets’, to improve their listening and reading skills.
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Square Panda Games
LETTER LULLABY
Each letter has a song. The song is sung and tracked for the student to see.
Some pictures follow for the student to touch as reinforcement.

Curriculum
• Letter Identification
• Phonemic Sounds
• Word Onsets

• Vocabulary

• Concepts about Print
• Left to Right DIrectionalty

Additional Skills and Features
• Create 26 Unique Songs
• Review Words
• Sentence Construction

• Music
• Agency: child controls
song order

FARMING
The student finds a letter for the farmer and places it in the tray. The student
moves the farmer holding the letter to the first row. Some animals try to eat
the vegetables, and the student can touch them to stop them. Once grown,
the student picks the veggies to earn points. The game removes visual cues
and relies on auditory cues as it progresses. There is a speaker to click on to
repeat sounds. The games also progresses to include word families.
Curriculum
• Letter Identification
• Phonemic Sounds
• Word Onsets

• Vocabulary
• Word Families and Rimes

Additional Skills and Features
• Encoding
• Decoding
• Executive Functioning

• Progress Score
• Distractor Letters
• Fine Motor Skills

SPACE COWS
The student will find the assigned letter and put it in the tray. The cow will
say the letter sound. The UFO will beam up the letter. Some birds fly across
the sky, and the student should touch them to prevent their interference. As
play progresses, the game introduces words. The student removes the beginning sound to create rhyming words using word families.
Curriculum
• Letter Identification
• Phonemic Sounds
• Word Onsets

• Vocabulary
• Word Families and Rimes

Additional Skills and Features
• Encoding
• Decoding
• Executive Functioning

• Progress Score
• Distractor Letters
• Fine Motor Skills

FISHING
The student will swipe the bobber in the water to catch a Letter Fish. The student will place the letter in the tray, trace the letter as its sound repeats, and
see a picture that starts with that letter.
Curriculum
• Letter Identification
• Phonemic Sounds
• Word Construction

• Vocabulary
• Writing and Tracing

Additional Skills and Features
• Letter Writing Stroke Order
• Collection Tank
• Fine Motor Skills

• Manual Tracing
Level Option
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Square Panda Games
LAGOON
The student will see the letter, place it in the tray, and then spell a word using
that letter. The chameleon will eat the letters and then “spit” out the word.
The chameleon sounds out and pronounces the word, and the student will
see the corresponding picture. This game is open and teachers can customize
with new words and personalized pictures. This game’s instruction expands
creatively with a variety of flashcard activities.
Curriculum
• Letter Identification
• Phonemic Sounds
• Word Construction

• Vocabulary
• Flash Card
Activities: Set 6

Additional Skills and Features
• Exploratory Phonics
• Creativity
• Experimentation

• Decoding

BOWLING
The student will swipe the screen to roll the coconut (bowling ball). It knocks
down the Rok-Rok characters (pins) to show a letter. The student places the
letter in the tray. The game sounds out and pronounces the word, and the
student will see the corresponding picture.
Curriculum
• Letter Identification
• Phonemic Sounds
• Word Construction

• Vocabulary

Additional Skills and Features
• Fine Motor Skills

JIGGITY JAMBLE
The student sees a picture and then finds a letter. There are physical actions
to stand up and follow three bears in their actions. Words are created and
sounded out for the student.
Curriculum
• Letter Identification
• Phonemic Sounds
• Word Onsets

• Word Construction
• Vocabulary

Additional Skills and Features
• Kinesthetic
• Unique Dance for Every Letter
• Manual Curriculum Option

LETTER LAB
The student is asked to find a letter and place it in the tray. The game will
say the letter, sound, show a picture, show the lowercase letter, and student
can pick a color. Once a word forms, the game will sound out the word, and
the mystery animal will appear.
Curriculum
• Letter Identification
• Phonemic Sounds
• Word Onsets

• Word Construction
• Vocabulary
• Lowercase Letters

Additional Skills and Features
• Encoding
• Creativity
• Engineering

• Expressive Phonics
• Hypothesis and Predictions
• Collection Screen
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YEARLY PLANNER FOR
MONTH 2

MONTH 1

Basic Oral Language:
Themes
Rhymes
Story
General conversation

Revision Month for all letters
Basic Oral Language:
Themes
Rhymes
Story
General conversation

Word Families: ap, at, ip & in
Sight Words: in, on, is, the, to, they & can

Fun Activity

CVC Words: Pan, nap, sap, tap, sat, pat,
tip, sip, pin, fin, tin & mat

Activity-Based Learning

Fun Activity
Activity-Based Learning

Month 5
Fun month to boost your child's
creativity, logical thinking skills
and reinforcement of all skills
developed in the previous months.

Month 6
Basic Oral Language:
Themes
Rhymes
Story
General conversation
Word Families: am, en, et & ed
Sight Words: and, a, they, is, for & the

Winter
Camp
based on
fun activities

CVC Words: ram, dam, hen, pen, den,
get, met, pet, net, set, fed, led, red & ten
Fun Activity
Activity-Based Learning

Month 9

Month 10

Basic Oral Language:
Theme
Rhyme
Story
General conversation

Basic Oral Language:
Theme
Rhyme
Story
General conversation

Word Families: ap, at, ad, ag, am, am,
ip, in, it, ig, im, od, og, ot, ob, en, et,
ed,ug, um, ub, un & op
Sight Words: Revision

Word Families: ox, ix, et, an, op, ag,un,
ed, ot, en, ig, ip, ad, in, ob, ub, ap, og, it,
am, un, im & um

CVC Words: 8 New Words

Sight Word: 1 New Word

CVVC Word: 1 New Word

CVC Words: 9 New Words

Fun Activity

Fun Activity

Activity-Based Learning

Activity-Based Learning

Learning Outcome
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Alphabet knowledge
Letter Sounds
Blending & Reading
Sentence reading
Comprehension
Writing
Vocabulary building

CVC words (3 letter
words)
 Rhyming
 Beginning and ending
sounds
 Manipulation of medial,
initial and final sounds


Consonant blends,
Digraphs,Trigraphs,
Digraph,
Floss
Trigraphs, Floss
 Syllables


SQUARELAND

SQUARETALES

LITERACY AND LANGUAGE
MONTH 3

MONTH 4

Basic Oral Language:
Themes
Rhymes
Story
General conversation

*for
junior kg
only

Basic Oral Language:
Themes
Rhymes
Story
General conversation

Word Families: ad, an, it, & ig

Word Families: od, op, og & ag

Sight Words: and, no, a, is, go, look, to,
will, it, can, for & as

Sight Words: the, is, a, and, this, they,
can, in, look, with, get, play & no

CVC Words: dad, mad, pad, sad, ran,
Dan, fan, fit, sit, pig, fig & dig

CVC Words: pod, rod, pop, mop, top,
fog, dog, rag, tag, nod & Og

Fun Activity

Fun Activity

Activity-Based Learning

Activity-Based Learning

Month 7

Month 8

Basic Oral Language:
Themes
Rhymes
Story
General conversation

Basic Oral Language:
Theme
Rhyme
Story
General conversation

Word Families: ug, ub, um & ot
Sight Words: and, a, for, is, the, has, where,
no, now, play, get, is, got, look & do
CVC Words: bug, dug, rug, tug, hug, gum,
hum, Cam, rub, tub, pot, hot, cot, not & dot

Word Families: un, eb, et, ob, og, im & ig
Sight Words: 3 New Words
CVC Words: 15 New Words
Fun Activity

Fun Activity

Activity-Based Learning

Activity-Based Learning

Month 12

Month 11

Fun month to boost your child's
creativity, logical thinking skills
and reinforcement of all core
skills developed in the previous
months.

- Blends
- Digraphs
- Trigraphs
- Floss
- To explore up to 8 letter words
- Syllables
Word Families: Revision
Sight Words: Revision
CVC Words: Revision
Fun Activity
Activity-Based Learning

CLASSIC GAMES

Additional skills






Fine motor skills
Gross motor skills
Communication skills
Logical thinking skills
Creativity

Activity-based learning
Activities based on
language
 Fun activities
 Weekend activities
 We will provide links for
additional resources
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Square Panda Games
MONSTER RHYMES
The student listens to the beginning rhyme and places the letters for the
word shown. The Monsters sing the rhyme, and the student chooses a picture
to add to the fun, non-sense rhyme. The student removes the beginning letter
and replaces it with another to complete the rhyme. The Monsters sing the
completed rhyme.
Curriculum
• Rhyming
• Vocabulary
• Concepts about Print

• Word Families and Rimes
• Left to Right Direcitonality

Additional Skills and Features
• Exploratory Phonics • Story Construction
• Creativity
• Manual Letter Selection
• Experimentation
• Agency: child completes rhyme

BUBBLES
The student will place a letter as directed and pop the bubbles. As bubbles pop, the student hears the letter name and its sound repeat. A word is
formed and sounded out, as well as the picture shown.
Curriculum
• Letter Identification
• Phonemic Sounds
• Word Onsets

• Word Construction
• Vocabulary

Additional Skills and Features
• Fine Motor Skills
• Vowel Order

SQUARETALES | Coming Soon
An adorable cast of characters, in fun stories, support your little ones as they
begin to read. Not just read, but read independently, with little assistance
from mom and dad! SquareTales uses technology combined with traditional
learning, teaching children to read digitally, via the app, and then physically,
via the printed books. Each story introduces letters in small groups according
to their usefulness for teaching reading and spelling, gradually increasing in
complexity as they unlock more booksets. Additionally, kids learn to blend
letter sounds, using our proprietary blending engine, 'SwipePhonics'.
Curriculum
• Phonemic Sounds
• Blending
• Word Reading

• Sentence Reading
• Vocabulary
• Comprehension

Additional Features
Interactive Instructional Activities For Reinforcement
• Story Sequencing
• Sight Recognition Task
• Vocabulary

SQUARELAND
In September/October
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Skills We Support
*Skills are introduced gradually, in levels.
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Learning Levels Of
Square Panda
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Learning Levels Of
Square Panda

SQUARETALES
SquareTales follows a sequenced phonics curriculum, and gradually increases in
complexity as children move from one set to another.

SQUARELAND
In September/October
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DISCOVER A WHOLE NEW WORLD
OF LANGUAGE LEARNING

By bringing together smart learning
games with letters kids can touch,
hold and move, Square Panda
opens the power of phonics to a
new generation of learners.
Andre Agassi
Chairman and Founder-The Andre
Agassi Foundation for Education

MULTISENSORY

ADAPTIVE

RESEARCH
-BASED

INNOVATIVE

AD-FREE & SAFE

90,000+ Kids and 3,000+ Schools Globally
AWARD-WINNING COMPANY
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